Dr. Albert B. Sabin
The Children's Hospital Research Foundation
Elland Avenue and Bethesda
Cincinnati 29, Ohio

Dear Dr. Sabin:

I am grateful to you for taking the time and trouble to read our diarrhea paper, and for making suggestions aimed at its improvement.

This business about guinea-pig vs. rabbit corneas represents an inexcuseable lapse of memory on my part. My notes were initially correct, and then, after reading Higgin's paper, and summarizing it for my files, I blindly copied his mistake, so that it eventually ended up in our paper.

I am progressing quite well on the Toxoplasmosis Chapter for Brennemann's Practice of Pediatrics. I would like to have your permission to retain the original illustrations; they are superior to any that I have.

With best wishes for the Holiday Season,

Sincerely,

Heinz F. Eichenwald, M. D.